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once you have docked, you have two very useful screens at the top right
and left. the first is our nav screen and has two navigation maps. the first
is a map of the airports where you can see in full detail where all of your

aircraft are located, what size, how many flights and cargo are in use. the
second map gives you a neat list of the current positions of all of your
aircraft and where they are located and with the move of the aircraft

marker you can see which airports they have moved to. you can also add
aircraft to your nav screen so you can see them clearly on the map. the

second map screen is, what i call the up-timer, it shows the other airports
of interest to you, for example where all your cargo bound flights have

landed, if they have stayed on their original delivery runway, if they have
been diverted to another, and whether all cargo has been delivered and

if not where it is now. in my case i have already found three for stuttgart,
however if i was missing one or was going to stuttgart and had not used

them yet there is a date bar at the top of the screen and scrolling
through to the end will show you the next delivery runway. if you select

which airport you want, it will bring up a list of the airports for that
particular airport and which ones are already assigned and which ones
you can assign it to. if you click on the arrows near the top right of the
map, you can see what airports are assigned to that airport. this is very
important in order to know if a particular airport is busy or empty, for

example if you wanted to fly into hauenburg and there is an empty area
where there should be a runway, you would only be allowed to land if you

knew which airport you were going to. lastly, there is a timer in the
bottom right hand corner showing the time you have spent in the airport.
at some airports you can actually walk around the airport so that you can
see where to go from the aircraft on the landing pattern and walk around
buildings to see where you are. this is not always possible and in some
cases you have to look at the map which has a road network, so it can

act as a navigational guide.
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you will see a picture of your aircraft
in front of you, next to this there is a

list of the airports that you have
configured for aes. to the right of this
are the airport details, which is where

you need to enter your credits and
aircraft serial number. your credits
are listed here, you must click on

each one to assign them. once you
have assigned your credits to your

aircraft then click on the next button
to move to the next screen. the next
window is where you can select your
airports, you must click on them in
order from left to right to activate

them, each one in turn will show the
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airport name, its icao code, and the
colour of the bar that represents its

status. you can also see which is your
active airport, which will show a green

bar, in order to activate another
airport the same colour red bar must

be clicked. you can see that the
dublin airport, eird, is now active,
along with the cessna 172 aircraft

that i have configured to use aes. the
next window is where you can see all
the airports that you have activated,
you can click on each one to see the

details, and you can de-activate them
by clicking on their red bar. here you
can see my cessna 172 aircraft. once
activated you can test if aes works

correctly by selecting the airport from
the list below. if your aircraft can see

the airport then the airport and
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aircraft will display in your cockpit,
and if your aircraft cannot see the

airport then the airport will be greyed
out and if you hover your cursor over
it you will see the error message. you

can also see which airports are
currently using full-mode, the airport

will be listed in this list as fs9 followed
by the airport code and then how

many credits it requires to activate in
full-mode. you will be able to see a
bar for each airport, the green bar

means the airport is in full-mode and
the red bar means it is in demo-mode.
if your aircraft is not in full-mode then
you can click on the bar to change the

status of the airport to full-mode.
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